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Abstract
The rapid increase in semistructured data usage has
lead to the development of various database systems for
semistructured data. Web services and applications that utilize large amounts of semistructured data require data to remain consistent and be stored efficient. Several normalization algorithms for semistructured database systems have
been developed to satisfy these needs. However, these algorithms lack the verification that would ensure that data and
constraints among the data are not lost or corrupted during
normalization. In this paper, we propose a set of correctness
criteria for normalization of semistructured data, which require that functional dependencies are preserved, data is
not lost, and spurious data is not created during normalization. We use the Z specification language to provide a
precise and declarative definition of our criteria.
Keywords: Formal Specification, Semistructured Data,
Normalization, ORA-SS, Z.

1. Introduction
Semistructured data is a data representation without a
rigidly defined structure. Its usage has increased dramatically through some of the fastest growing areas in computer science such as the internet, digital libraries and
multimedia data management [18]. This rapid increase
has led many web services and applications, which utilize
large amounts of semistructured data, to require adequate
database systems to store and manage semistructured data.
Various database systems have been developed for eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [9, 15], a common representation of semistructured data, to satisfy the demands.
As with widely used database systems such as relational
database systems, redundant data stored in XML database
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systems [1] must be minimized; otherwise, it could cause
data inconsistencies and anomalies [12]. Several normalization algorithms have been proposed to minimize redundancies in semistructured database systems by transforming
the schema of the semistructured data — for example, the
normal form for semistructured data (NF-SS) developed by
Wu et al. [19], XML normal form (XNF) developed by Embley and Mok [8], and normal form for XML documents
developed by Arenas and Libkin [2]. If such normalization
algorithms are not designed correctly, it may be possible for
the normalization process to lose or corrupt the meaning of
the data as well as the dependencies between the data, The
consequences of such inconsistencies would be devastating,
especially for databases such as those used in online banking applications, credit card transactions, government’s legal applications, and any other applications dealing with
critical information.
The existing normalization algorithms for semistructured data lack verification support to ensure preservation of
data consistency. For instance, the normalization algorithms
described by Wu et al. [19], Embley and Mok [8], and
Arenas and Libkin [2], use different methods to minimize
redundancies in semistructured database systems. However, without adequate verification, there is no guarantee
that these algorithms do not corrupt the meaning of the
data. In this paper, we extend our previous work [10] and
propose correctness criteria for normalization of semistructured data. The definition of these correctness criteria is
based on the semistructured data and its functional dependencies that represents the business logic of the data [7].
The proposed correctness criteria define the concepts and
rules for dependency preserving and lossless [7] in the context of semistructured data. The dependency preserving
property ensures that the functional dependencies of the
data is preserved. The lossless property ensures that the
transformed schema does not lose data or create spurious

data. The combination of these two properties provides a
complete definition for data equivalence that could be used
to verify the correctness of normalization for semistructured
data, building on similar concepts used to verify the correctness of normalization in various other database systems.
To define correctness criteria specific to semistructured
data, an adequate data modeling language for semistructured data and a formal language must be selected [4, 5, 3].
The former should represent the schema of semistructured data, since the normalization algorithms transform the
schema of the data. The latter should allow the correctness criteria to be expressed precisely and effectively. For
the data modeling language, we use the Object Relationship
Attribute model for Semi-Structured data (ORA-SS) [6, 12]
because it is a semantically enriched notation for semistructured data design. For the formal language, we use the Z
specification notation [17] since it is very effective in representing declarative definitions. In summary, the major contributions of our approach lie in the following three aspects.
Firstly, we propose a set of criteria for verifying the correctness of normalization for semistructured data. Secondly, we
use the Z specification language to give a precise and declarative definition of these correctness criteria. Finally, we also
provide a basis for the automated verification of semistructured data normalization using the ORA-SS notation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 briefly describes the ORA-SS notation, normalization for
semistructured data, and the Z specification language. Section 3 presents the correctness criteria for normalization of
semistructured data, and presents declarative definitions of
the dependency preserving and lossless properties using Z
notation. Section 4 concludes the paper and describes future
work.

2. Background
2.1. ORA-SS Data Modeling Language
The Object-Relationship-Attribute model for SemiStructured data (ORA-SS) is a semantically enriched data
modeling language for database design [6]. It has been used
in many XML related database applications, such as storage
design, normal form definition, view creation, query execution, and the translation of XML to relational schemas [11].
Briefly, the ORA-SS notation consists of four basic concepts: object classes, relationship type, attributes and references as follows (further details can be found in [12]):
• An object class represents an entity type. It is denoted
as a labeled rectangle in an ORA-SS diagram.
• A relationship type represents a nesting relationship
among object classes. It is described by a labeled edge

with label (name, n, p, c), where the name denotes the
name of the relationship type, integer n indicates the
degree of the relationship type, p represents the participation constraint of the parent object class in the relationship type, and c represents the participation constraint of the child object class in the relationship type.
• An attribute represents a property of an object class
or relationship type, and is denoted by a labeled circle. An attribute can be a key, indicating that it has a
unique value, denoted by a filled circle. Other types of
attributes include single valued attributes, multi-valued
attributes, required attributes and composite attributes.
• A reference indicates that one object class inherits the
attributes and relationships of another object class, and
is denoted by a dashed line.
For example, Figure 1 presents an ORA-SS schema diagram of a ‘Online Music Store’ along with a corresponding
XML document. For the simplicity of the example, two assumptions are made to the ‘Online Music Store’ schema: (1)
a producer can only work for a single company; (2) every
song in an album has the same release date. The second
assumption excludes the compilation albums such as the
‘best-of’ albums that contains the songs that are released
in different dates.

2.2. Redundancy in Semistructured Data
Semistructured database systems may contain redundancies because of the way that data is represented. For example, in the schema of Figure 1(a), information may be
repeated in two places: (1) since every song on an album
has the same release date, the value for the ‘releaseDate’
attribute of the object class ‘Song’ will be repeated for each
song on the album; (2) since a producer can produce many
albums, the values for all attributes of the object class ‘Producer’ may be repeated for many different instances of ‘Album’ associated with the same producer. These redundancies can also be observed in the corresponding XML document in Figure 1(b): (1) attribute value ‘05-08-1970’ for
‘releaseDate’ is repeated for every song on the ‘Let It Be’
album; (2) all values for attributes of object class ‘Producer’
are repeated in different albums.
These redundancies not only waste storage space, but
can also create anomalies when inserting, updating, and
deleting data. For instance, one or more instances of ‘releaseDate’ for songs that are in the same album could be
inserted incorrectly. Similarly, the ‘company’ that the same
‘Producer’ works for may be inadvertently updated in some
places but not others, which corrupts the data by having a
‘Producer’ working for many different ‘company’s. This
example demonstrates that it is important to have algorithms
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(a) An ORA-SS schema diagram for an Online Music Store

<Artist artistId = 1>
<artistName> beatles </artistName>
<Album albumId = 3>
<albumTitle> Let It Be </albumTitle>
<genre> rock </genre>
...
<Song songId = 5>
<songTitle> Dig It </songTitle>
<releaseDate> 05−08−1970 </releaseDate>
</Song>
<Song songId = 6>
<songTitle> Let It Be </songTitle>
<releaseDate> 05−08−1970 </releaseDate>
</Song>
<Song songId = 7>
<songTitle> Maggie Mae </songTitle>
<releaseDate> 05−08−1970 </releaseDate>
</Song>
...
<Producer producerId = 1>
<producerName> George Martin <producerName>
<company> EMI </company>
</Producer>
<Producer producerId = 5>
<producerName> Phil Spector </producerName>
<company> Philles Records </company>
</Producer>
</Album>
<Album albumId= 5>
<albumTitle> Abbey Road </albumTitle>
<genre> rock </genre>
...
<Producer producerId = 1>
<producerName> George Martin <producerName>
<company> EMI </company>
</Producer>
...

(b) An XML document

Figure 1. An ORA-SS schema diagram and its XML document
that eliminate or minimize redundancies in semistructured
data schemas without corrupting the data.

2.3. Normalization
Normalization is the process of analyzing and restructuring a database schema in order to minimize redundancies in data instances. It is considered as one of the most
important database design and maintenance processes. To
be effective, however, normalization must preserve the semantics of the data. Normalization algorithms for various
database systems have been developed and verified to be
correct. These algorithms transform the schemas based on
the keys and functional dependencies that reflect the constraints on the data [7]. Functional dependencies are usually
expressed in the form ‘X → Y’, which represents the constraint that a set of attributes, ‘X’, determines another set of
attributes, ‘Y’.
In the context of relational database schemas, the result
of normalization is considered to be semantically equivalent
to the original schema if it satisfies two properties: dependency preserving and lossless. The dependency preserving
property ensures that each given functional dependency is
enforced by the transformed schema; and the lossless prop-

erty guarantees that no information is lost and no spurious
information introduced during the transformation [7].
These two properties can be adapted and extended
to the verification of semistructured data normalization.
Functional dependencies in semistructured data are written
in path notation [2], and have the form ‘pathX → pathY’,
where ‘pathX’ represents a set of paths from the root to
an attribute or an object class, and ‘pathY’ represents a
set of paths from the root to an attribute. Paths are used
to describe particular object classes and attributes because
different object classes or attributes in different places in
the schema diagram may have a same name. For example,
the following is the given set of functional dependencies
for the ORA-SS schema in Figure 1(a).
{‘Artist.@artistId → Artist.@artistName’,
‘Artist.Album.@albumId → Artist.Album.@albumTitle’,
‘Artist.Album.@albumId → Artist.Album.@genre’,
‘Artist.Album.@albumId → Artist.Album.@releaseDate’,
‘Artist.Album.Song.@songId
→ Artist.Album.Song.@songTitle’,
‘Artist.Album.Producer.@producerId
→ Artist.Album.Producer.@producerName’,
‘Artist.Album.Producer.@producerId
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(a) A “normalized” ORA-SS schema diagram for an Online Music Store

<Artist artistId = 1>
<artistName> Beatles </artistName>
<Release>
<releaseDate> 11−26−1969 </releaseDate>
</Release>
<Release>
<releaseDate> 05−08−1970 </releaseDate>
</Release>
...
<Album albumId = 3>
<albumTitle> Let It Be </albumTitle>
<genre> rock </genre>
...
<Song songId = 5>
<songTitle> Dig It </songTitle>
</Song>
<Song songId = 6>
<songTitle> Let It Be </songTitle>
</Song>
...
</Album>
<Album albumId= 5>
<albumTitle> Abbey Road </albumTitle>
<genre> rock <\genre>
...
</Album>
...
<Producer producerId = 1>
<producerName> George Martin </producerName>
<company> EMI </company>
</Producer>
<Producer producerId = 5>
<producerName> Phil Spector </producerName>
<company> Philles Records </company>
</Producer>
</Album>
...

(b) An XML document

Figure 2. A “normalized” ORA-SS schema diagram and its XML document
→ Artist.Album.Producer.@company’,
‘Artist.Album.@albumId→ Artist’,
‘Artist.Album.Song.@songId → Artist.Album’}
These functional dependencies are given separately with
the ORA-SS schema to represent the business logics and
constraints between ‘Online Music Store’ data. For example, the dependency which describes ‘albumId’ determines ‘releaseDate’ of the ORA-SS schema in Figure 1(a)is
represented in path notation as ‘Artist.Album.@albumId →
Artist.Album.Song.@releaseDate’ where the ‘@’ symbol is
a prefix for attributes.
Using the given functional dependencies, dependency
preserving and lossless properties can be applied to normalization algorithms for semistructured data. For example,
consider Figure 2(a) which may be the result of normalizing the schema in Figure 1(a). Even though the redundancies are removed as demonstrated in Figure 2(b), we can see
that the “normalized” schema in Figure 2(a) is not semantically equivalent to its original form. Firstly, it is not possible for ‘albumId’ to determine ‘releaseDate’ in the “normalized” schema of ‘Online Music Store’. Consequently,
the functional dependency ‘Artist.Album.@albumId →
Artist.Album.@releaseDate’ which was given for the orig-

inal schema is lost. Secondly, the normalized ORA-SS
schema in Figure 2(a) introduces spurious data. If the XML
data in Figure 2(b) was queried to find out who produced
the ‘Abbey Road’ album, information about ‘George Martin’ and ‘Phil Spector’ would be returned. This information is spurious since, according to the original XML in
Figure 1(b), ‘Abbey Road’ was produced by ‘Phil Spector’
alone. This spurious data is introduced by the relationship
between ‘producer’ and ‘album’ being lost. Similarly, the
relationship between an ‘album’ and its ‘releaseDate’ of is
lost and produces inconsistent information.
The above example shows that data redundancies in
schemas for semistructured data can be removed or minimized by transforming the schema. However, this transformation may not guarantee the preservation of data and
its constraints. Therefore, it is essential to have a clear set
of criteria for verifying the correctness of normalization for
semistructured data.

2.4. Z Formal Specification Language
Z [17] is a formal specification language based on set
theory and first-order logic, and has been widely used for
providing formal semantics and verification in various ap-
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Figure 3. Verification of normalization for semistructured data
plication domains, such as database systems, architecture
modeling and so on [14, 16]. We use Z to specify our correctness criteria, because it provides a convenient and wellknown mathematical language which can be type checked
and analysed with tools such as fuzz and Z/EVES [13].
The following types are used to represent ORA-SS
schemas. ‘Attribute’ represents the set of attributes.
[Attribute]
‘ObjectClass’ represents object classes, which comprise
a primary key, candidate keys and attributes.
ObjectClass
pkey : Attribute
keys : F1 Attribute
attributes : F1 Attribute
pkey ∈ keys
keys ⊆ attributes

‘Relationship’ represents relationship types, which comprise object classes and relationship attributes. The ‘Relationship’ type used here is simplified by omitting the degree, name and participation constraints, which are not used
in defining the correctness criteria.
Relationship
objectClasses : F ObjectClass
attributes : F Attribute
#objectClasses ≥ 2

‘Schema’ represents an ORA-SS schema, which comprises a set of object classes and corresponding relationships.

Schema
objectClasses : F ObjectClass
relationships : F Relationship
∀ rel : relationships •
rel.objectClasses ⊆ objectClasses
∀ attr1,
 attr2 :
{objcls : objectClasses • objcls.attributes}

∪ {rel : relationships • rel.attributes} •
attr1 = attr2
Note that the first assumption presented in Section 3 is
enforced in the definition of ‘ObjectClass’, since every object class is required to have a primary key (‘pkey’). The
second assumption, that every attribute and object class has
a unique name, is enforced as a state invariant in the definition of ‘Schema’.

3. Defining Correctness Criteria for Normalization of Semistructured Data
A normalization algorithm for semistructured data must
ensure that the transformed schema is semantically equivalent to the original schema in an appropriate sense. We
define a notion of semantic equivalence for semistructured
data by adapting the definition used for relational databases
discussed in Section 2.3: two schemas are considered semantically equivalent if the expected constraints are modeled in both schemas, and when the schemas are populated
with data, no information is lost and no spurious data is created. In our approach, these correctness criteria are applied
to the schema represented in the ORA-SS data modeling
language and its functional dependencies represented using
path notation.
Figure 3 shows the overall approach to verifying that normalization of semistructured data preserves the semantics
of the data. A ‘Normalization Algorithm’ takes an initial
schema (‘ORA-SS Schema 1’) and a given set of ‘Func-

tional Dependencies’, and produces a new schema (‘ORASS Schema 2’). The given set of ‘Functional Dependencies’ and the transformed ‘ORA-SS Schema 2’ are used in
the ‘Correctness Criteria’ to verify the semantic equivalence of the transformation. The ‘Dependency Preserving’
criterion requires that the given set of ‘Functional Dependencies’ for ‘ORA-SS Schema 1’ will still be preserved in
‘ORA-SS Schema 2’, and the ‘Lossless’ criterion requires
that no data in ‘ORA-SS Schema 1’ lost in ‘ORA-SS Schema
2’ and no new data is created. In other words, it requires
that every set of data that can be obtained from the original ‘ORA-SS Schema 1’, and no other, can also be obtained
from the transformed ‘ORA-SS Schema 2’.

3.1. Functional Dependencies
In order to verify the correctness of normalization for
semistructured data, we need to obtain the set of all functional dependencies implied by the given set of functional
dependencies. The standard way to do this is to use Armstrong’s Axioms [7], however, Armstrong’s Axioms are defined over functional dependencies defined as relations between sets of attributes, i.e. ‘X → Y’ form. Thus, we
must either define and verify a version of Armstrong’s Axioms for functional dependencies in path notation, or convert functional dependencies from path notation to ‘X → Y’
form. We adopt the latter approach for simplicity.
This conversion can be easily achieved without losing
or corrupting constraints among data if the following two
assumptions are placed on the ORA-SS schema: (1) every
object class in the ORA-SS schema has a primary key; (2)
every attribute and object class has a unique name. The
first assumption eliminates the use of object class in the
functional dependencies since primary key can be used to
uniquely represent the object class. The second assumption eliminates the need for path notations, since every object class and attribute can be distinguished by its name.
It is straightforward to convert any ORA-SS schema into
one that satisfies these assumptions; functional dependencies using path notation can then be converted into ‘X → Y’
form.
For
example,
the
functional
dependency
‘Artist.Album.Song.@songId → Artist.Album’ in Figure 1(a) can be converted into ‘songId → albumId’:
‘Artist.Album.Song.@songId’ is converted into ‘songId’
since the name of the attribute ‘songId’ is unique in
the schema, and ‘Artist.Album’ is converted into ‘albumId’ since the attribute ‘albumId’ is a primary key that
determines the object class ‘Album’.
We define a function to compute the closure of a given
set of functional dependencies, in Z, as follows. Firstly, we
define type ‘FunctionlDependencies’, which represents sets
of functional dependencies as binary relations over sets of

attributes.
FunctionalDependencies ==
F1 Attribute ↔ F1 Attribute
Next, we define a function to compute the set of functional dependencies that can be obtained from a given set by
applying Armstrong’s reflexivity, augmentation and transitivity rules [7].
armstrongsAxiom : FunctionalDependencies →
FunctionalDependencies
∀ givenFD : FunctionalDependencies •
armstrongsAxiom(givenFD) =
givenFD ∪
{X, Y : F1 Attribute | Y ⊆ X ∧
X ⊆ getFDAttributes(givenFD) • X → Y} ∪
{X, Y, Z : F1 Attribute |
X → Y ∈ givenFD • X ∪ Z → Y ∪ Z} ∪
{X, Y, Z : F1 Attribute |
{X → Y, Y → Z} ⊆ givenFD • X → Z}
The auxiliary function ‘getFDAttributes’ returns the set
of attributes appearing in a given set of functional dependencies.
getFDAttributes : FunctionalDependencies →
F Attribute
∀ fds : FunctionalDependencies •
getFDAttributes(fds)
=

{fd : fds • fd.1 ∪ fd.2}
The function ‘findClosure’ computes the closure of a set
of functional dependencies by repeatedly applying ‘armstrongsAxiom’ until a fixed point is reached.
findClosure : FunctionalDependencies →
FunctionalDependencies
∀ givenFD : FunctionalDependencies •
findClosure(givenFD) =
if givenFD = armstrongsAxiom(givenFD)
then givenFD
else findClosure(armstrongsAxiom(givenFD))

3.2. Defining the Dependency Preserving
Property
The dependency preserving property ensures that constraints among the data are preserved when the schema is
transformed during normalization. To verify correctness of
normalization for semistructured database systems, a dependency preserving property must be constructed to suit
the semistructured data context.

A semistructured database system can verify whether
the dependency preserving property holds by producing the
projection of the functional dependencies of the original
schema onto the transformed schema. The projection produces the set of functional dependencies from the original
schema that can be represented in the new schema. Using the projection, the transformed schema is verified to be
dependency preserving if every functional dependency of
the original schema is contained in the closure of the projection of the transformed schema. The projection of the
given functional dependencies on the transformed ORA-SS
schema contains every functional dependency in the closure
where both ‘X’ and ‘Y’ belong to a single object class or to
a single relationship of the transformed ORA-SS schema.
The dependency preserving property for semistructured
database systems can be defined in the Z formal language as
follows. Firstly, we define type ‘Boolean’ to represent truth
values as 0 (false) and 1 (true).
Boolean == {0, 1}
The ‘getRelAttributes’ function returns the set containing
all attributes of a given relationship along with the primary
keys of object classes that belong to that relationship.
getRelAttributes : Relationship → F Attribute
∀ rel : Relationship •
getRelAttributes(rel) =
rel.attributes ∪
{objcls : rel.objectClasses • objcls.pkey}
The ‘findProjectedFD’ function produces the projection
of the given set of functional dependencies on the ORA-SS
schema. The projected functional dependencies are those
in the closure of the given set of functional dependencies
where both ‘X’ and ‘Y’ either belong to a single object class
of the ORA-SS schema or are attributes of a single relationship.
findProjectedFD : Schema×
FunctionalDependencies
→ FunctionalDependencies
∀ s : Schema; givenFD : FunctionalDependencies •
findProjectedFD(s, givenFD) =
{fd : FunctionalDependencies |
(∃ objcls : s.objectClasses •
fd.1 ∪ fd.2 ⊆ objcls.attributes) ∨
(∃ rel : s.relationships •
fd.1 ∪ fd.2 ⊆ getRelAttributes(rel))}
The ‘isDependencyPreserving’ function checks whether
the transformed ORA-SS schema is dependency preserving
by testing whether the given set of functional dependencies

is contained in the closure of the projection of the functional
dependencies on the transformed ORA-SS schema.
isDependencyPreserving : Schema×
FunctionalDependencies → Boolean
∀ s : Schema; givenFD : FunctionalDependencies •
isDependencyPreserving(s, givenFD) = 1 ⇔
givenFD ⊆
findClosure(findProjectedFD(s, givenFD))
Example 1 The ORA-SS schema in Figure 2(a), which is
incorrectly normalized and does not preserve dependency,
can be checked using the functions above. According to the
‘isDependencyPreserving’ function the transformed ORASS schema and the given set of functional dependencies of
the example are required for verification. The given set of
functional dependencies of the example in Section 2.3 is
converted into the ‘X → Y’ notation and shown below.
{‘artistId → artistName’, ‘albumId → albumTitle’, ‘albumId → genre’, ‘albumId → releaseDate’, ‘songId →
songTitle’, ‘producerId → producerName’, ‘producerId →
company’, ‘albumId → artistId’, ‘songId → albumId’}
A projection of the given set of functional dependencies
on the transformed ORA-SS schema can be produced.
Among the given set of functional dependencies, the
functional dependencies that are included in the closure of
the projection are found and listed below.
{‘artistId → artistName’, ‘albumId → albumTitle’, ‘albumId → genre’, ‘songId → songTitle’, ‘producerId →
producerName’, ‘producerId → company’, ‘albumId →
artistId’, ‘songId → albumId’}
Comparing the two sets of functional dependencies
above shows that the functional dependency ‘albumId → releaseDate’ in the given set of functional dependencies is not
contained in the closure of the projection. Thus, the “normalized” ORA-SS schema in Figure 2(a) is not dependency
preserving, since the functional dependency ‘albumId → releaseDate’ is not preserved.

3.3. Defining the Lossless Property
The lossless property ensures that no data is lost and spurious data is not created when an ORA-SS schema is transformed during normalization. This means that a query on a
dataset based on the transformed schema will produce the
same result as a query on the dataset based on the original
schema. In another words, the transformed schema is verified to be lossless if the joined set of attributes in the transformed schema produces the same joined set of attributes

as the original schema. The join of the attributes in the
transformed schema makes use of the functional dependencies and relationships among attributes. It can be realized
either by the attributes belonging to the same object class
or relationship, or by the set of attributes that are related
through the structure of the schema and joined according to
the functional dependencies. Using this correctness criterion, the verification algorithm of the lossless property for
a transformed ORA-SS schema is defined and shown below
as pseudo code.
Let S be the transformed ORA−SS schema
Let OA be the set of attributes that belong to an object class
Let RA be the set of attributes that contains the keys of object
classes that belong to a relationship and relationship attributes
Let A be the set of every OA for all object classes in S and
set of RA for all relationships in S
Let FD be the functional dependencies of S in X −> Y notation
Repeat until there is no change to A
For each functional dependency X −> Y in the closure of FD
Let Ax be the sets of attributes in A that contains X
If some set of attributes in Ax contains Y
For each set of attributes in Ax
Add Y to the set
If A is same as the set of all attributes in S
return True

The algorithm represents the lossless checking process
when sets of attributes in the transformed ORA-SS schema
are joined according to their functional dependencies. That
is, for each functional dependency ‘X→Y’ in the closure of
‘FD’, if some attribute sets ‘Ax’ in ‘OA ∪ RA’ contains ‘X’
and also at least one set in ‘Ax’ contains ‘Y’, then introduce ‘Y’ into every set of attributes in ‘Ax’. Finally, after all
the functional dependencies in ‘FD’ have been processed, if
there exists at least one set of attributes that contains all the
attributes in the schema, the transformation is considered to
be lossless. Similarly, the lossless property for semistructured data normalization and its verification algorithm can
be formally defined in Z as follows.
‘getAllAttributes’ returns the set of attributes in an ORASS schema.
getAllAttributes : Schema → F Attribute
∀ s : Schema •
getAllAttributes(s)
=

{objcls
:
s.objectClasses
• objcls.attributes} ∪

{rel : s.relationships • rel.attributes}
‘getAllAttributeSets’ returns all sets of attributes derived from object classes and relationships in an ORA-SS
schema.

getAllAttributeSets : Schema → F(F Attribute)
∀ s : Schema •
getAllAttributeSets(s) =
{objcls : s.objectClasses • objcls.attributes} ∪
{rel : s.relationships • getRelAttributes(rel)}
For each functional dependency represented as ‘X → Y’
in the domain, the ‘calculateLossless’ function finds the
sets of attributes that contains ‘X’ among the given set of
sets of attributes and adds ‘Y’ to every set of attributes that
contain ‘X’ if the set of attributes that contains ‘Y’ exists
among the found sets of attributes that contains ‘X’. The
‘calculateLossless’ function recursively performs the process of adding ‘Y’ until the given sets of attributes have
no change on the addition of ‘Y’. Then the predicate returns the modified sets of attributes. Basically, the ‘calculateLossless’ function performs the join on sets of attributes
for object classes and relationship of the transformed ORASS schema and returns the joined sets of attributes.
calculateLossless : F(F Attribute)×
FunctionalDependencies → F(F Attribute)
∀ oldAttrSet, newAttrSet : F(F Attribute);
givenFD : FunctionalDependencies •
calculateLossless(oldAttrSet, givenFD) =
newAttrSet ⇔
(if givenFD = ∅
then newAttrSet = oldAttrSet
else (∃ fd : givenFD •
(∃ someAttrSet : F F Attribute •
someAttrSet ⊆ oldAttrSet ∧
(∀ attrs1 : someAttrSet • fd.1 ⊆ attrs1) ∧
(∃ attrs2 : someAttrSet • fd.2 ⊆ attrs2) ⇒
newAttrSet = calculateLossless(
(oldAttrSet \ someAttrSet
∪{attrSet : P Attribute |
F attrs : someAttrSet •
attrSet = attrs ∪ fd.2}),
(givenFD \ {fd})))))
‘isLossless’ determines whether there is a set of attributes in the joined sets of attributes for the transformed
ORA-SS schema which is equal to the set of all attributes in
the transformed ORA-SS schema.
isLossless : Schema × FunctionalDependencies
→ Boolean
∀ s : Schema; fd : FunctionalDependencies •
isLossless(s, fd) = 1 ⇔
getAllAttributes(s) ∈
calculateLossless(getAllAttributeSets(s),
findClosure(fd))

Example 2 The ORA-SS schema in Section 2.2 Figure 2(a), which could be the result of an normalization
algorithm, can be examined using the function defined
above. According to the ‘isLossless’ function defined in
Z, the set of attributes for each object class or relationship
of transformed ORA-SS schema is derived and joined
according to the given functional dependencies. The
following are the sets of attributes derived for every object
class and relationship of the transformed ORA-SS schema.
{{artistId, artistName}, {releaseDate}, {albumId, albumTitle, genre}, {producerId, producerName, company},
{songId, songTitle}, {artistId}, {artistId, albumId},
{artistId, producerId}, and {albumId, songId}}
This derived sets of attributes were joined recursively
according to the predicates of the ‘calculatesLossless’ function. For instance, the functional dependency ‘albumId →
albumTitle’ will add attribute ‘albumTitle’ to the 3 different
sets of attributes ‘{albumId, albumTitle, genre}’, ‘{artistId,
albumId}’, and ‘{albumId, songId}’ since ‘albumTitle’
exists in the set of attributes ‘{albumId, albumTitle,
genre}’. Whereas the functional dependency ‘albumId →
releaseDate’ will not add an attribute at all since there isn’t
any attribute set that contains both attributes ‘albumId’ and
‘releaseDate’. This process will be recursively performed
with all the functional dependencies in the closure for the
transformed ORA-SS schema until there is no change to the
sets of attributes. The recursively joined sets of attributes
are shown below.
{{artistId,
artistName},
{releaseDate},
{artistId,
artistName, albumId, albumTitle, genre}, {producerId,
producerName, company}, {artistId, artistName, albumId, albumTitle, genre, songId, songTitle}, {artistId,
artistName, albumId, albumTitle, genre}, and {artistId,
artistName, producerId, producerName, company} }
The ‘isLossless’ function compares the set of attributes
shown above with all the attributes of the ORA-SS schema
in Section 2.1 Figure 1(a) and returns 0 since the set of attributes shown above is not the same as the attributes of the
ORA-SS schema which is {artistId, artistName, albumId,
albumTitle, genre, releaseDate, producerId, producerName,
company, songId, songTitle}. This means that the schema in
Figure 2(a) does not satisfy the lossless property. It can be
seen that the transformation of attribute ‘releaseDate’ and
object class ‘producer’ do cause data loss or spurious data
creation.
The correctness criteria for the result of the normalization algorithms of semistructured data is defined in the Z
language and contains the verifications of dependency preserving and lossless properties. These declarative represen-

tations can be used as a guide to detect areas of concern in
already defined normalization algorithms.
Artist
Producer
aa,2,1:m,1:1
artist artist
Id Name

Album

producer producer company
Id
Name

ap,2,1:m,1:m
as,2,1:m,1:1
album album genre release
Id
Title
Date
Song

ProducerRef

song song
Id
Title

producer
Id

Figure 4. A correctly normalized ORA-SS
schema diagram

The result of applying declaratively defined verifications
for the dependency preserving and lossless properties can
show which part of the transformation causes the dependency loss, data loss, or creation of spurious data. Using
this information, the transformation can be corrected. We
show this by taking the ORA-SS schema in Section 2.1,
Figure 1(a) and transforming it to the schema shown in Figure 4.

4. Conclusion
With the rapid growth of semistructured data usage, the
need to design good semistructured schemas has become
more and more critical. Normalization is a crucial process
that analyzes and transforms the schema of a semistructured data model to minimize redundancies and improve efficiency. During the normalization process, it is essential to
ensure the semantic equivalence of the transformed schema
with respect to its original form. In this paper, we presented a set of correctness criteria for semistructured data
normalization. We proposed two correctness criteria using
dependency preserving and lossless properties specific to
the semistructured data context. We defined these two criteria in terms the ORA-SS data modeling language, using the
Z formal specification language. These correctness criteria
can be used to prove the correctness of different normalization algorithms for semistructured data. Furthermore, the
formal description of these correctness criteria in Z provides

a solid foundation for automated verification of the normalization algorithms defined for semistructured database systems.
In future work, we plan to apply the correctness criteria proposed in this paper to verify the normalization algorithms that have already been defined for semistructured
data, and further to provide automated verification support
for the verification process. By doing this we will be able to
characterize the normalization algorithms, which will provide a better understanding of the differences between those
proposed algorithms. In addition, the correctness criteria
can be extended to verify the results of algorithms for view
creation and other algorithms that manipulate schemas for
semistructured data.
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